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Abstract

To better comprehend electrical silicon-package interaction in high voltage appli-

cations requires full characterization of the electrical properties of dielectric materials

employed in wafer and package level design. Not only the packaging but wafer level

dielectrics, i.e. passivation layers, would experience high electric fields generated by the

voltage applied pads. In addition the interface between the passivation layer and a mold

compound might develop space charge because of the mismatch in electrical properties of

the materials. In this contribution electrical properties of a thin silicon nitride (Si3N4 )

dielectric is reported as a function of temperature and electric field. The measured val-

ues later analyzed using different temperature dependent exponential expressions and

found that the Mott variable range hopping conduction model was successful to express

the data. A full temperature/electric field dependency of conductivity is generated. It

was found that the conduction in Si3N4 could be expressed like a field ionization or

Fowler-Nordheim mechanism.
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1. Introduction

When high voltage applications are considered electrical properties of dielectrics be-

come important because of electric field sharing between different dielectric materials,

and its influence in dielectric losses associated to polarization and charge transport.

In addition electrical silicon-package-interaction imposes some restriction on the device5

design (tolerances) and selection of materials; the mold compounds and field grading
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